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Objective of the webinar:
Everyone have patriotism inborn, but only few have a courage and
opportunity to serve their nation. Courage is inborn; however, opportunity is to
be caught by an individual by hammering away in right direction. But, getting
direction itself is challenging and sometimes demolishes the courage and
enthusiasm of an individual. So, a guidance session was organized by Mr.
Shubhdeep Sharma, Project manager of Torrent Power Limited and Mr. Rishabh
Panchal, BPM at India post Kapadwanj both being the alumni of the Electrical
Department, VGEC; with the objective of unfolding “Career Opportunities in
Defence Services”.

Event flow:
Experts were well-aware and knew that if they would divide their whole webinar
in 2 parts, it might pop out as boredom to few participants. So to avoid that they

both started simultaneously, giving a bit variety to audience. First of all they
introduced the types of commission, i.e. whether an individual desires to have a
permanent career or for specific tenure in defence. Most importantly, they
showed us numerous paths in a single field (ex: Army) for both types of
Commission. According to them, one of the most difficult and crucial obstacle
“SSB interview” was also discussed. Additionally they gave tips for cracking this
interview successfully. They even mentioned various selection centers of all 3
divisions of defence services. At last, they concluded with an advice that everyone
must attempt SSB interview irrespective of your choice of joining defence
services, because it is an experience worth remembering. They also keenly
answered the doubts asked by audience after completion of presentation.

Outcome of the Event:
All courageous and enthusiastic minds got to know about different paths in which
they can proceed for serving nation. They also got tips to crack entrance exams
and interviews so that they will remain one step ahead of other candidates.
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